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Perranporth and Portreath area Youth Hostels
Wheal Kitty (St Agnes) Youth Hostel

1936 to 1939 or 1940

Wheal Kitty Hostel, St Agnes, Cornwall
Historic County: Cornwall

YHA Region: Devon & Cornwall

GR: SW 724513 approx.

Note: the Grid Reference is based loosely on the rough sketchmap from the Regional Guide, shown below.
The 1936 YHA handbook announced that Wheal Kitty (also called St Agnes) youth hostel was to open at Easter in
that year. It consisted of substantial timber huts, possibly barrack or service huts connected with the former tin
mines, closed by 1930. They could hold 40 hostellers. The warden in 1937 was Mr Weymouth-Wilson.
Accommodation may have expanded to as many as 49 in that year, though evidence is conflicting.
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1: Wheal Kitty youth hostel – sketch map and information from the 1937 regional guide;
2: cyclists arrive at their Cornish destination. The precise location of the huts is yet to be determined, but they were probably
close to the modern business park of the same name that uses both the traditional tin mine complex and newer buildings.
Another guide book placed the hostel at two minutes’ walk from Peterville (both author’s collection)
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Charles Allan was YHA’s regional secretary in Devon and Cornwall in the 1930s. Almost 50 years later, he recalled
in great detail the way this hostel was run:
A hostel building situated within the boundary of the Old Wheal Kitty mine workings. Specially built as a
miners hostel it did not present any large problems as a conversion to a youth hostel. The property was in the
ownership of a retired army Captain called Wilson, who unfortunately could not forget that he had left Army
life behind and was now a civilian and not in command of the rank and file. Captain Wilson had the habit of
saying to members, ‘You there, take a few men and get the dormitory swept,’ or with emphasis, ‘You, you and
you, get on with the spud bashing.’ So hostellers were carrying out their duties in a military fashion, which was
okay if you had a good sense of humour, but at times he came up against members who had just been released
from military service and then of course the sparks would fly, resulting at times in the temporary closure of the
hostel for an hour or so until the Captain’s wife managed to cool the situation down, and the storm blew over.
Captain Wilson did in the end see the light and dropped his command attitude. The hostel was open for a period
of over five years ending only when the Captain offered to make a sale of the building to the association.
Unfortunately the YHA were unable to do so at the time because the Government Requisitioning Authority
took over the building for evacuees. When the building was derequisitioned, after the war, the YHA never took
up the offer of Wheal Kitty and so the hostel was closed in 1942 [more probably 1940], after first opening during
1936.

With such a passage of time Allan may have got the closing date wrong: YHA announced that Wheal Kitty was
definitely withdrawn by 14th October 1940, as it was or would be under requisition. No overnight figures were
recorded for 1941 or 1942, though the Association may have overseen any billeting here, as elsewhere, during the
war. Some hostels lost to YHA were reopened after hostilities, but not here; Wheal Kitty was replaced within a
decade by a new hostel at Trevellas, barely two miles away. The huts were subsequently demolished.

Two postcards of the Wheal Kitty youth hostel published by Chapman of Devon. 1: a crisp photograph showing clearly the two
barrack-like huts at right angles. The man with the children may well be the warden, Mr Weymouth-Wilson (author’s collection);
2: another view showing the rooftop YHA inscription, flagpole, lantern and conservatory (YHA Archive)
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Trevellas Youth Hostel

1950 to 1954

Trevellas Camp, St Agnes, Cornwall
Historic County: Cornwall

YHA Region: Devon & Cornwall

GR: SW 737517

Late news at the back of the 1950 YHA Handbook announced that the new Trevellas youth hostel would open at
Whitsun in that year. Further details appeared in a later supplement. At first the warden was stated to be Mr Frank
Toole. Regional secretary Charles Allan again set the scene, possibly with minor errors; records show that Mrs
Rogers was not named as warden until 1953, though she may have been working for Mr Toole before that time:
These camp buildings were situated on the coast near Perranporth. It was quite a large camp, and we were given
the choice as to which of the buildings we would like to take over for hostel purposes. The camp was very large
with over a 100 buildings within the camp boundary; we decided to take the two huts nearest to the entrance so
that members would not lose themselves trying to find which of the buildings was the YHA amongst so many
others.
One of the huts comprised the warden’s quarters and the kitchen, along with the common-room. In the other
was the provision of the dormitories and the washrooms, which were already fitted with hand-basins etc. A
section of this hut was partitioned off to provide a members kitchen. The buildings were connected with a
covered passageway so making the set-up quite a compact hostel.
The problem now was to find a warden for the place. The camp on the whole was rather a bleak-looking affair
and not very attractive to anyone for full time residence. Nevertheless a Mrs Rogers did apply for the
appointment, saying that she was quite prepared to take on the job, without first seeing the premises. It was
agreed at the meeting that I would call on Mrs Rogers to collect her private belongings for transport to Trevellas.
She said that she only had a few ‘bits and pieces’ to take along.
The time came for me to fetch Mrs Rogers for the move to Trevellas, I then found out that her ‘bits and pieces’
turned out to be more than I could manage in one load, her friends having given her many items of which they
were sure would be helpful to her in the ‘Boys Hostel’ [sic] which Mrs Rogers called the place. She was though, a
most helpful warden, nothing being too much trouble for her to do for the members. It was real fun to visit the
hostel at the end of the month to collect the returns, Mrs Rogers saying, ‘there’s all the money that I have taken
this month, you had better take it back to the office, I’m sure they will be able to sort it out.’
The hostel operated for five seasons, only closing when the camp was sold for development as a holiday chalet
and caravan park. So it was once again that I set about looking for a replacement somewhere on the North
Cornish Coast.

Don and Sheila Errington were keen hostellers in the 1950s; Don took this photograph of his wife outside the rarely recorded
Trevellas hostel. Don went on to become regional secretary of the old YHA Birmingham and Mid-Wales region, and Sheila has
kindly gifted many rare photographs like this to the YHA Archive. The RAF origins of the buildings will be clear. Redundant
forces’ or prisoner-of-war camps, barrack buildings or masonry, timber and Nissen huts like this were commonplace after the
war, in situ or transported to other sites. They made ready pickings for YHA, cheap to lease or buy and easily convertible, if not
always the last word in comfort, at Ely, Bradwell-on-Sea, West Hoathly, Bretton, Helvellyn, Chester and elsewhere (YHA Archive)
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Trevellas hostel details as set out in YHA’s 1954 Devon and Cornwall regional guide (YHA Archive)

In 1950 the hostel was called Perranporth and in 1951 Trevellas (Perranporth). Mable Pratt from Oxford visited in
June 1950 when the hostel was quite new. She liked it here:
The new hostel, housed in part of what once was an RAF camp, is a pleasant shock. The whole place, let out to
holiday-makers, is glistening white, and stands in trim lawns with flower beds here and there. The hostel is cream
distemper and light green paint inside, and all the equipment is new. The mattresses are covered in buttercup
linen, very fresh and pretty, and there are even curtains at the windows. The fresh and airy members’ kitchen I
had to myself. The young warden, in open-necked shirt, has a bushy beard and shock of black hair.

Ron Day photographed the hostel, complete with its triangle sign high on the tower, during a stay here
(YHA Archive, photograph by courtesy of Mr Day’s daughter, Christine Nottage)

It seems that Trevellas hostels’s lease had been for five years; on its expiry at the end of the 1954 season it would have
to close; it was gone by the end of October. The camp is now demolished and the site occupied by Talk of the West,
the entertainment building at the heart of Perran View Holiday Park.
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Perranporth Youth Hostel

1981 to present

Droskyn Point, Perranporth, Cornwall TR6 OGS
Historic County: Cornwall

YHA Regions: South-West, South

GR: SW 751543

Admiralty Experimental Station Perranporth, later YHA Perranporth, was from 1952 to 1957 a research station set
up as an investigational anti-submarine detection centre at its cliff top position overlooking a broad sweep of the
Atlantic. It is not yet clear whether the building was already on this site; below it, on a smaller ledge, was a wartime
look-out station where the writer Winston Graham performed observation duties. The upper site was used for
Project Lioness, to investigate and develop Passive Sonar Detection, part of the Admiralty’s studies into how sound
is conducted and distributed by water so as to determine or conceal the long-range position of submarines, enemy or
friendly. Top secret Cold War work into the theory of waves is thought by local historian Colin Brewer to have
continued here from about 1957 into the 1970s, with Navy staff from Culdrose supplemented by civilians. A display
in the hostel describes Project Lioness and points to places of interest connected with this former hush-hush work.
According to a recent online PhD study by Samuel Alexander Robinson this work followed on from wartime secret
research on the beach at Perranporth, when the Admiralty Research Laboratory was investigating the complex effect
of pressure waves from passing ships and from weather conditions so as to better understand the design and
performance of sea mines, both enemy and friendly. Indeed, his study shows a picture of a very similar single story
building to the present hostel, captioned Wave recording huts at Perranporth Beach, Cornwall, 1944, though the
photograph’s location may very well have been the cliff-top hostel site rather than at shore-line level.
The popularity of YHA’s North Cornwall coastal hostels especially since the war has encouraged steady
development of the network here. Wheal Kitty and Trevellas have been referred to, Land’s End hostel had already
opened in 1939, Treyarnon Bay and Tintagel started in 1947, Penzance in 1949 and Boscastle in 1962. Others have
operated at Hayle, Port Quin, Newquay and Otterham, and very briefly at Bedruthan Steps, but they closed for a
variety of reasons. Perranporth and Portreath were much later additions.

Cyclist Ron Sant visited the hostel in August 1982, its second year. The simple military lines are evident in his photograph. Such
buildings have made good youth hostels around the UK since the war. There have been several in Scotland, including the
popular Durness, an RAF camp; in Wales, Hodgeston Hill and currently Manorbier have defence history, while Wooler’s Land
Army hostel is a partner to Perranporth at distant extremes of England’s length. The hostel’s tiny land footprint can be seen in
this shot. On the cliff side of the building is a small patch. YHA advertises it as a camping pitch for two, with this honest
comment: ‘If you want to get closer to nature, YHA Perranporth has a slightly sloping fenced lawn in front of the main building.
There is space for one small, robust two person tent. It’s in a very exposed cliff-top location, 180ft above the Atlantic Ocean.
When it’s windy and the sea’s rough it can be a rather extreme camping pitch, not for the faint hearted!’ (author’s collection)

YHA Perranporth opened on the 18th May 1981 and received an official induction a few weeks later on 13th June.
It adapted the former defence property for new generations to enjoy its stunning cliff-top location on the rugged
Atlantic Coast and access to the local beach and surfing. The property was leased from the Parish Council of
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Perranzabuloe to the YHA Trust, the YHA Property Book showing an entry for Land at Droskyn Point,
Perranporth, 14 years tenancy on 5th March 1982, £350. The hostel was described as the first acquired with
assistance from the YHA’s Golden Jubilee Fund, though no other similar dedication has been discovered.
Perranporth hostel has one of the smallest footprints of any in the network, past or present. Both the building and
the tiny piece of ground on which it sits are hemmed in by the cliff-top location and a narrow gated lane. The layout
has always been a simple, single-storey affair, with two 4-bed rooms, two 8-bed, compact public spaces and a
warden’s, manager’s or (from 2015) assistant’s staff room, converted in 2018 into a fifth guest bedroom. Bed
capacity started at 24, grew briefly to 26 just before the turn of the century, before reverting to 24 in 2002.

George Miller photographed the hostel in 1983. At this point, the lane from Perranporth veers to the left
around the hostel. Parking would never be easy here; the minivan may well have been the warden’s.

The first warden was Peter Martin, who stayed until at least 1987. The property was refurbished during 1988-89.
The YHA Archive has gaps in the list of known wardens, but Janice Blackwell was in post in 1991 and Sally
Kennedy in 1996. John Norman was here too about this time.
It must have been a challenge to provide YHA meals here in earlier years. In 1990-91, for instance, snack meals could
be obtained. The hostel changed to self-catering only in 1992-93, but in 1994-95 somehow managed to offer meals
for groups alongside self-catering. From 1996 onwards, guests have needed to prepare their own meals.
YHA News of Spring 1998 advised of increased comforts when full central heating was provided for the first time.
Chris Nelson, later long-term manager at YHA Land’s End, ran Perranporth from about 2000 to 2003. The hostel
was refurbished in 2001, the old-style communal washrooms to the left of the entrance being swept away in favour
of greater privacy; three showers and three WCs provided separately. Chris was followed briefly by Phil Bedford and
others. In 2005 Phil Maynard arrived and has been ever-present manager at Perranporth since then.

A photograph by manager Phil Maynard, made available as a hostel postcard, shows the stunning location to good effect.
External improvements include new upvc doors and windows, updated presentation and superior fencing (YHA Archive)
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Phil Maynard describes his former experience of family life within the hostel environment and bringing up a new
baby in the compact manager’s room, cheek by jowl with hostellers, as wonderfully happy and life-affirming.

This hostel plan of June 2007 shows the simple layout. Rooms 1 and 2 have generally served as female and male dormitories
respectively. The numbering of Rooms 4 and 3 was subsequently swapped. Changes to this plan view in 2018 have included the
provision of a washbasin in Room 1 and the current Room 4, the conversion of the staff room into a 3-bed en suite guest room,
number 5, minor changes to the toilet / shower / handbasin and kitchen sections, reconfigured seating in the lounge, French
windows in the lounge bay and a new shuttered reception counter for the office space (YHA Archive)

On 7th September 2012 YHA’s digital Regional Council Bulletin included good news about the hostel’s assured
future:
For some years YHA has not had the benefit of a lease for YHA Perranporth. After some lengthy negotiations we
have at last completed a new lease which secures the hostel for YHA until at least 2025 at a modest rent. Many
thanks to our landlords, the Perranzabuloe Parish Council, who have made this possible, thus securing this
amazing location for years to come.

1 2

3 4
Undated YHA publicity images from before the 2018 refurbishment.
1: aerial view of the little town of Perranporth. The hostel is at the cliff-top tip of the nearest of the three promontories;
2: a group enjoys the compact space of the common room; 3: Room 2, the 8-bed dormitory generally used for males. Notice the
low position of the bed under the eaves, though this design was subsequently raised to provide some under-bed storage;
4: the self-catering kitchen (YHA Archive)
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A YHA Springboard programme of improvements was planned for the early months of 2018, necessitating closure
from 8th January to 21st April. Work would include improving the bedrooms, modernising the self-catering kitchen
and replacing the furniture and fittings throughout the hostel.

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8
1: hostel stamp; 2: YHA Perranporth above Droskyn Point; 3: aerial view. The old listening station base is visible below;
4-8: these images from the 2018 refurbishment programme contrast with the previous set and show the latest attractive
and well-designed presentation of the modern YHA – 4: Atlantic vista from the combined sitting and dining space;
5: another view, taking in the new reception area, with the entrance to new Room 5 tucked in at the side;
6: newly fitted kitchen; 7: newly equipped Room 3; 8: Room 5, originally the manager’s compact lodging,
but since 2018 providing the hostel’s only en suite (YHA Archive)
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Portreath Youth Hostel

2006 to present

Nance Farm, Illogan, Redruth, Cornwall, TR16 4QX
Historic County: Cornwall

GR: SW 669443

Portreath Youth Hostel opened at Nance Farm in the later part of 2006, during a period when YHA was keenest to
encourage a network of privately-owned Enterprise hostels in franchise arrangements to counter its need to reduce
the costs of its fully-owned network. At first it was termed a bunkhouse but now it is a fully established youth hostel.
YHA’s eNews digital magazine of 16th November 2006 announced:
The YHA network continues to grow. Stunning bunkhouses created from newly-converted barns in Shropshire
and Cornwall are the latest additions to YHA’s growing network of properties. YHA All Stretton, in
Shropshire’s peaceful Batch Valley, and YHA Portreath, on Cornwall’s north coast, are both now open for
business.

1

2 3
Nance Farm – the youth hostel is located in outbuildings to the rear of the farmhouse pictured here.
1: the attractive Georgian frontage of Nance Farm as seen from the track, Nance Lane, leading from Illogan School.
In springtime the fields adjacent are bursting with the bright yellow of commercial daffodil growing;
2: the farmhouse is valley roofed, the rear portion being somewhat older than the front part;
3: a wider view of the newer Georgian façade. The youth hostel is seen to the right
(author’s photographs, April 2016)
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In 2001 Mr and Mrs Alway bought the historic Nance Farm, with its beautiful Georgian farmhouse, at one time an
influential centre in the district’s affairs. The couple have a keen interest in the conservational and historical side of
farming; a farm on the site dates back to at least the 14th century. Nearby is the site of Nance Round and the old
church of St Illogan, both steeped in Cornish history. Nance Round is an ancient camp earthwork and lies half a
mile to the north-west. A little further on is the village of Portreath and North Cornwall’s Atlantic Coast.
Mrs Alway describes the rear part of Nance Farmhouse as dating from 1570, of granite. The newer front portion is
of almost two centuries later, 1760, and is rather more expensively faced with Bath Stone. The house has a wet-laid
tile roof, that is, laid on a lime mortar base.
Mr and Mrs Alway were keen supporters of YHA and in 2006 converted a barn in the working farm’s cluster of
stone outbuildings into the YHA Enterprise bunkhouse. The hostel has four en-suite bedrooms: on the ground
floor, a 3-bedded room and on the first floor three more rooms, one 4-bedded, one 6-bedded and a larger 8-bedded
dormitory room. As is usual with a hostel of this size, it has no provided meals but there is a large well-equipped selfcatering kitchen well-suited to a hostel of this type. There is a drying room. A little after the hostel opened, an
adjacent barn was converted into a large games and leisure room with table-tennis and television. There is a patio /
picnic area in front of the hostel entrance and a large free car park.

1 2

3 4

5 6
The hostel facility at Nance Farm.
1&2: the attractive paved courtyard and picnic area; 3: one of the larger bedrooms
4: well-laid out dining room and self-catering kitchen; 5: hostel entrance door, with kitchen to the left;
6: games and leisure room in an adjacent converted barn (1-4: YHA Archive; 5&6 author’s photographs, April 2016)
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A view from the spacious farmyard and car park, with the farmhouse on the left and the hostel complex on the right
(author’s photograph, April 2016)

Mary Alway has been the hostel manager from the outset. The hostel caters especially for families and walkers,
providing a traditional hostelling atmosphere and comfortable accommodation.
Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1936-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb
¶: Wheal Kitty Hostel; §: Trevellas Hostel; ∆: Perranporth Hostel; π: Portreath Hostel
<: the 172 bednights may have been at the tail-end of 1939
*: 17 month period; +: notional figure included for exclusive hire and/or camping
…

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

…

…

…

…

…

…

1346¶

1571¶

2007¶

1481¶

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

172¶<

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

2154§

3111§

3416§

2962§

2715§

…

…

…

…

…

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

…

1143∆

1836∆

2244∆

2352∆

2150∆

2135∆

2236∆

2245∆

2169∆

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2257∆

2194∆

3155*∆

2532∆

2044∆

3038∆

3576∆

3102∆

3527∆

3410∆

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2993∆
…

3081∆
…

4098∆
…

3329∆
…

3267∆
…

3693∆
…

3918∆
open π

3716∆
open π

3515∆
open π

3170∆
open π

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

3312∆
open π

4049+∆
open π

3386+∆
open π

3588+∆
open π

4060+∆
open π

3984+∆
open π

4129+∆
open π

3870+∆
open π

3338+∆
open π

4082+∆
open π
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